
 

Hello Reception Parents/Carers! 

During this difficult time, I have decided to create a document with some practical 

and engaging phonics activities to complete with your child(ren) at home.  

These ideas/activities are what your child(ren) complete on a daily basis in school; 

so they should be familiar with them. These ideas/activities are in addition to 

completing the phonics work packs we sent home before the school closures were 

announced.  

These ideas are phonics based but please feel free to adapt these to teach 

Mathematic based learning too (Number recognition and shape recognition). 

I also strongly encourage to read with your child daily at home, if you do not have a 

range of books in your household then please access 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/ where you can 

create a free account and have access to a range of reading scheme books (the 

exact ones we have in school!), select the ‘eBooks’ tab and select your child(ren)’s 

reading band (Lilac+, Pink, Red etc), the books will then appear on your screen for 

you to read with your child. A fantastic resource!!!  

I hope you find this document helpful and I would like to thank you for your support. 

Stay safe and stay home! 

Mr Dalton 😊  

 

The Vocabulary Bit! 

Phoneme – A single spoken sound. When you verbalise a sound it is called a 

phoneme. (Think about talking on the PHONE – you are speaking in phonemes that  

break up and make up words e.g. rain → r ai n).  

Grapheme – When a sound is written down in letters. E.g. s, a, t, ch, th.   

 

Types of graphemes:  

Digraph: This is when 2 letters make 1 sound (phoneme). E.g. ai, ee, ch, th.  

Trigraph: This is when 3 letters make 1 sound (phoneme). E.g. igh, ear, air, ure.  

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page/


 

In Reception, we cover all phase 2 and phase 3 graphemes and ‘tricky words’. 

Wait?! What is a tricky word?!  

Tricky Words  

A tricky word is a word that children are expected to memorise from sight, as these 

words can not be broken down into single sounds (phonemes) E.g. the, to, I. There 

are a set of tricky words for each different phonics stage.  

(Phase 2 and 3 tricky words are listed below!) 

 

What is Phase 2 and 3? 

A phase is a set of written sounds (graphemes) that have been specially ordered for 

your child to learn; as part of the process of learning how to read and write.  

 

Phase 2 graphemes:  

s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r, h, b, f, ff, l, ll, ss.  

Phase 2 ‘tricky words’  

I, no, go, to, the, into.  

 

Phase 3 graphemes: 

j, v, w, x, y, z, zz, qu, sh, ch, th, ng, ai, ee, igh, oa, oo (moon), oo (book), ar, or, ur, ow, 

oi, ear, air, ure, er.  

Phase 3 ‘tricky words’ 

he, she, we, me, be, you, all, are, her, was, they, my.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Important note! 

 

As your child is just beginning to read and write, it is normal for words to be written 

in a phonetical plausible way. This just means, a child might spell a word differently 

to how it is actually spelt in the dictionary.  

E.g.  

 

 

 

 

This is part of the learning process. The children will learn a range of spelling rules 

and spelling patterns later on in their schooling life to correct this. Do not panic! It is 

a long learning process. Each year group has their own set of spelling objectives to 

be taught to the children.  

We are here to teach and support each child.  It is our job! 😊 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please don’t break the castle.  



 

Indoor Phonics Ideas  

1. Make phase 2 and 3 grapheme (written sounds) and tricky word flashcards with 

your child. Do not just download them – that’s cheating! You can use these flash 

cards in other activities listed below.  

2. Type in ‘Jolly phonics phase 2’ or ‘Jolly Phonics phase 3’ into YouTube and listen to 

the different songs for each grapheme. Learn the actions and songs together.  

3. Type in ‘tricky words song’ into YouTube and sing the songs together.  

4. Try and draw a picture to go with each grapheme flashcard. (A rain cloud to go with 

the ai grapheme flashcard).  

5. Put your flashcards on the wall and use a nerf gun (sensibly!) to fire at the different 

graphemes and play a game of who can identify the most graphemes. If you do not 

have a nerf gun, just use your hands to splat over the graphemes.  

6. Use a remote control car or a bee bot (if you have one) and move it to different 

graphemes/tricky words on the floor and ask your child what grapheme/tricky word 

is on the floor. (Keep the tricky words and graphemes from the same phase together 

e.g. phase 2 sounds and phase 2 tricky words to be taught together don’t mix them 

up yet! Only do this if your child is 100% confident).  

7. Pick a grapheme (e.g. ee) and write as many words as you can think of together that 

include your chosen grapheme (e.g. week, seek, leek, meet, keep). Put dots under 

single letter graphemes (s, a t, p etc) and lines underneath digraphs and trigraphs 

(th , ng, ai). This helps your child to segment (break up) and blend (put back 

together) the different sounds. (See below). 

                                 

8. Finger paint as many graphemes (written sounds) and tricky words onto a piece of 

large paper in 5-10 minutes. Add some glitter to your paint for some extra sparkle! 

Display these in your house!  

9. Make a grapheme (written sound) out of string and then try to make a word out of 

string using the same grapheme. This is a great fine motor activity too! 

10. Go through the flashcards you have made with your child daily and focus in on the 

graphemes your child is unsure of. Watch video clips on YouTube (Epic Phonics) 

which segment and blend words containing all different graphemes! There is a 

video for each grapheme.  (for example Type in ‘ee words epic phonics’). 

11. Try and write a silly sentences together using phase 2 or phase 3 tricky words.     

E.g. The sausages and I were dancing in the kitchen / I had dinner with a cheeky 

monkey. (These sentences can be phonetically plausible, as discussed earlier in this 

document).  



 

Outdoor Phonics Ideas 

1. Play tricky word bingo. Download from Twinkl (free subscription available now). See 

who knows the most ‘tricky words’! Either one of you can be the caller.  

2. Use chalk to write as many phase 2 and phase 3 graphemes on the floor in under 5 

minutes. If your child(ren)’s mind goes blank, ask them to write down a particular 

grapheme. Help if it is needed.  

3. Hide your flashcards that you made together around the garden and go on a 

grapheme hunt! Tick off the ones your have found on a checklist. Can you find any 

of the ones that are missing?  

4. Finger paint a sentence from your school reading book onto a piece of paper out in 

the sunshine (wear sun cream if it is a hot day!). Then have your child read it to you.  

5. Write out some words on flashcards containing phase 2 and 3 graphemes for your 

child. Ask them to find a stick and write the words in the mud using the stick. Can 

they put sound buttons and lines underneath the different graphemes? Can they 

read them back to you? 

6. Create a phase 2 or phase 3 tricky word out of stones on the ground. You might 

want to write it in chalk for your child first if they find this too difficult. They can 

then get stones and place them over the tricky words written on the floor for them.  

7. Write your favourite graphemes either on the floor outside or a wall of your house 

using chalk (it washes off!). Get a small ball and ask your child(ren) to throw the ball 

to a grapheme (written sound) to match your phoneme (spoken sound).                           

E.g where is the th grapheme? 

8. If you have any magnetic letters put them in some water (add some paint if you 

want to make it tricky).  Ask your child(ren) to find the letters that make graphemes 

out of the letters. How many can they make?   

9. Segment a word (break it up) e.g.  ch    i    n   and draw circles on the floor with 

chalk, drawing one circle for each written sound in the correct order. Have your 

child jump into the circles saying the phonemes (spoken sounds) and then ask them 

to blend them back together to make a word. E.g. ch     i      n    →     chin.  

 

 

 

 

  ch     i    n 

chin 


